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USER INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove any existing harness or restraint straps so the 

stretcher mattress is clear with no obstructions for fitting 
the Child Seat/ Capsule and restraint (Fig 1).

2. Lay the larger strap across the mattress and attach both 
quick release buckles to left and right hand side stretcher 
harness mount points on the stretcher backrest (Fig 2).

3. Tighten so the strap is taut across the mattress (Fig 3). 

4. Place and centre the Child 
Seat/ Capsule alongside 
the backrest and adjust the 
backrest up or down to suit 
the Child Seat/ Capsule shape.  
NOTE: Head end of the Child 
Seat/ Capsule should be 
facing the same direction as 
the stretcher head end (Fig 4).

5. Extend the webbing to full 
length in preparation. Feed 
the female buckle through 
the side of the underside of 
the outer shell (Fig 5).

6. Feed the male buckle through 
the opposite side of the 
underside of the outer shell

7. Connect the buckles and tighten so the strap is taut across 
the underside of the Child Seat/ Capsule and the capsule 
is pulled snug against the mattress. NOTE: No need to 
over-tighten as further adjustment may be required        
(Fig 6).
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The 419 Baby Capsule Restraint is an Australian Standards approved harness that provides safe 
restraint for rearward facing baby capsules on stretchers.
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The 419 Baby Capsule Restraint is an Australian Standards approved harness that provides safe 
restraint for rearward facing baby capsules on stretchers.USER INSTRUCTIONS
1. Remove any existing harness or restraint straps so the 
stretcher mattress is clear with no obstructions for fitting 
baby capsule and restraint

4. Feed the unattached 
end of the smaller strap 
through the underside of 
the baby capsule outer 
shell and thread through 
to the opposite side.

5. Attach to the harness 
main frame mount point 
on stretcher and pull 
excess webbing to tighten 
strap to baby capsule outer 
shell.

6. Place the baby capsule 
inside the outer shell.

7. Fit the two large metal clips from the large restraint to the 
moulded sides at the rear of the outer shell and push up to 
lock tight.

2. Fit the baby capsule outer shell on the stretcher and raise 
the backrest so it aligns with the baby capsule outer shell.

3. Attach the smaller 
strap to the stretcher 
main frame harness 
mount point.  Extend 
the webbing to full 
length in preparation 
for fitting



14. Attach the Child Seat/ Capsule tether strap to the 
stretcher/ capsule tether strap and tighten (Fig 13).

15. Check the Child Seat/ Capsule is firmly restrained and all 
straps are tight.

8. Move to the foot end of the 
Child Seat/ Capsule and 
attach the smaller strap to the 
stretcher harness mount point 
(attach end with adjuster). 
Extend the webbing to full 
length in preparation for fitting 
(Fig 7).

9. Feed unattached end of the 
strap through the underside of 
the Child Seat/ Capsule   (Fig 8).

10. Continue to thread through to the other side of the 
stretcher. NOTE: You may need to lift the fabric of the Child 
Seat/ Capsule to accomplish this task (Fig 9).
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11. Attach the end of the stretcher harness mount point and 
tighten so the strap is taut and the foot end of the Child 
Seat/ Capsule is snug against the mattress. NOTE: No need 
to over-tighten as further adjustment may be required. 
(Fig 10 & 11)

12. Adjust the restraints so the Child Seat/ Capsule is ready to 
position the child. Secure the child in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions.

13. Take the stretcher/ capsule tether strap and loop around 
the foot end of the stretcher main frame (Fig 12)

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

•	 Yearly maintenance inspections recommended and should 
be complete by a competent person

•	 Alcohol/ bleach based products not recommended for 
cleaning restraints

•	 Restraint webbing can be immersed in approved cleaning 
solution. DO NOT immerse buckles in liquid. Dry in shade.

•	 Wipe/ spray metal components with approved cleaning 
products following manufacturer’s instructions. DO NOT 
immerse buckles in liquid.

•	 Restraints which are removed from a stretcher should be 
visually inspected before re-fitting to the stretcher.

Examine restraints for:
•	 Cuts/ abrasions in webbing and frayed/ broken stitching
•	 Oil, acid or alkaline contamination
•	 Wear, distortion, fractures or corrosion in the metal fittings 

or buckles
•	 Correct functioning of buckles
•	 Correct fitment of straps in buckles.

CUSTOMER SERVICE:   Toll free in Australia 1800 804 647
E: info@ferno.com.au    W: www.ferno.com.au
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8. Run the quick release buckles to the stretcher backrest 
harness mount points and pull excess webbing tight to 
adjust the capsule into the stretcher backrest.

9. Take the baby capsule tether strap and loop around the 
foot end of the stretcher main frame.

10. Attach the baby capsule tether strap to the standard 
baby capsule strap and tighten.

11. Check the baby capsule is firmly restrained and all straps 
are tight. Apply baby capsule restraints to the baby as per 
standard capsule protocols.  
The baby capsule is now ready to safely transport baby. 
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The 419 Baby Capsule Restraint is an Australian Standards approved harness that provides safe 
restraint for rearward facing baby capsules on stretchers.
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